Directions to the Fourth Annual Symposium on the Social Determinants of Health

HEALING TOGETHER: Community-Level Trauma -- Its Causes, Consequences and Solutions

The street address of Turner Auditorium (located in the Turner Building) is **720 Rutland Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21205**. Rutland Avenue is a connecting street between Monument and Madison Streets as seen in the picture below. To enter the building, you must pass the security booth. **If asked, please tell the security guards that you are with the Social Determinants of Health Symposium and you will be allowed to enter.** Past the security booth, please follow the signage that will take you to registration.

**From I-95 (southbound):** Take I-95 south to Exit 57, O'Donnell Street. Proceed west on O'Donnell three-quarters of a mile to Conkling Street. Turn right on Conkling to Eastern Avenue. Turn left on Eastern Avenue (Route 150 West) and continue for about 2 miles. Turn right on Broadway. Continue on Broadway past Orleans Street and the historic entrance to Johns Hopkins Hospital. Turn right onto Monument Street. The Turner Building is between the Monument and Wolfe Street intersections (Rutland Avenue).

**From I-95 (northbound):** Take exit 53, I-395 north, into Baltimore. Turn right at Pratt Street. Stay on Pratt Street past Baltimore's Inner Harbor. Turn right onto President Street and proceed two blocks. Turn left onto Fleet Street for one-half of a mile. Turn left onto Broadway. Continue on Broadway past Orleans Street and the historic entrance to Johns Hopkins Hospital. Turn right onto Monument Street. The Turner Building is between the Monument and Wolfe Street intersections (Rutland Avenue).

**From I-70 (eastbound):** From I-70, exit onto I-695 south (the Baltimore Beltway). Proceed about 6 miles to exit 11A, I-95 north. Proceed using directions above from I-95 (northbound).
**From I-83 (southbound):** Take I-83 south (the Baltimore/Harrisburg Expressway) to Baltimore. Just outside Baltimore, I-83 merges briefly with I-695 (the Baltimore Beltway) and then splits off again to become the Jones Falls Expressway into the city (Follow the signs for I-83 south). I-83 ends at Fayette Street. Turn left at Fayette Street and proceed to Broadway. Turn left onto Broadway. Continue on Broadway past Orleans Street and the historic entrance to Johns Hopkins Hospital. Turn right onto Monument Street. The Turner Building is between the Monument and Wolfe Street intersections (Rutland Avenue).

**Public Transportation**

**For JHU faculty, staff, and students ONLY:** The JHMI shuttle runs between the Charles Village, Penn Station, Mount Vernon, and the East Baltimore campus. Shuttle stops, as well as the shuttle schedule, can be found online here: [http://www.parking.jhu.edu/shuttles_jhmi_homewood.html](http://www.parking.jhu.edu/shuttles_jhmi_homewood.html). The shuttle drops off at E. Monument and N. Broadway streets. From the stop, proceed East on Monument Street. The Turner Building is between the Monument and Wolfe Street intersections (Rutland Avenue).

**By Metro Subway:** Johns Hopkins Hospital is the last stop on the Eastbound Metro Subway. Metro stops and time information can be found online here: [http://mta.maryland.gov/metro-subway](http://mta.maryland.gov/metro-subway). The Johns Hopkins Hospital stop is located at E. Monument and N. Broadway streets. From the stop, proceed East on Monument Street. The Turner Building is between the Monument and Wolfe Street intersections (Rutland Avenue).